WINDOW
COVERINGS
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a good
difference.
Did you know...
+ we’ve been around a really long time
+ we offer a free design + measure + quote
 e offer a warranty
+w
 nd we’re family owned
+a
All great benefits for our customers but
what really makes us the leader in window
coverings is we think and do business
differently. We ignore gimmicks
and distractions and stay focused on the
simple things that matter the most to
you – our customer.
Our number one priority is you and
providing you with a superior level of
service. And we do this through one on
one consultations in the largest network
of window covering stores in Australia.
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‘Creativity is contagious.
Pass it on.’
– AL B E RT E INST E IN

made to measure
We’re generous with our time and the way we do business – it’s the only way
to be. We understand that this is a big decision for you and that it can be a bit
daunting so our knowledgeable and well informed in-store design teams, our
large range of fabric samples and take home curtain samples, as well as our on
trend, curated choice of fabrics and products and in store displays are all there
to assist you to visualise the products in your home and to make the right choice.

our
story.
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50+ years of craftsmanship
Making a dc+b product requires time, materials, tools, talent, emotion,
intelligence and skillful hands. We focus on what matters to you – a quality
handcrafted product. It’s in our design DNA. Behind the smallest detail
there is a dedicated person guided by pride in a job well done.

australian made
We take the time and care to choose members for our team who understand our
business and who share our passion to innovate and create high quality products.
But most of all they have a rare quality – they simply love to help and achieve
a great result for every customer that walks through our doors. They really
do value and appreciate what you are trying to achieve.
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market leading innovation
We value your time so we continually strive to offer a comprehensive
but succinct range of products that show a high level of intelligence and
innovation. Our in-house textile design team test and approve all fabrics,
whilst every product goes through rigorous quality control inspections.
Market leading materials, manufacturing processes and quality control
systems feature just as highly as design. We are always on the lookout for
new opportunities that enhance our product and service, ensuring that
our customers are provided with a high quality, innovative product.

value for money
Our commitment and the desire to offer the very best in quality and value
has kept our business at the forefront for over 50 years. This longevity
means we’re now very familiar to generations of families who know they
can trust us to produce a quality product at a value for money price.

consult+design+craft+deliver
We consult, design, craft and deliver. It’s as easy as that for you. Put all of
this together and it’s not hard to stand out and be different – it’s a good
difference we think you’ll love.
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‘Great things are done
	by a series of small things 		
brought together.’
– V INC E NT VAN GOGH
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our products.

curtains
Whether you’re looking for blockout
curtains for the ultimate in room
darkening or light filtering sheer curtains,
custom made curtains define the interior

blockout curtains
+ Excellent for blocking out light
+ Complete night-time privacy
+	Best product for thermal +
sound insulation

design of a room and have an abundance

+ Savings on energy bills

of practical benefits, which allow you

+ Superior for UV protection

to have complete control over your
home’s environment. Tailor made to
fit your windows, they offer visual and
practical benefits that make them a wise

The Master Cutter

investment that adds value to your home.

Using a sharp eye, The Cutter draws

Our blockout curtains can preserve up

precision cut, n
 o guide required.

to 20% of the total heat in your home,
creating a trapped layer of air between

The Seamstress

the fabric and the window, which results

The highly skilled Seamstress applies

in an insulating air pocket. Studies also

years of experience a
 nd unique know-

demonstrate that curtains made from

how to every curtain made. Showing

blockout fabric can reduce heat gains in

expertise in machine and hand sewing

the summer months by up to 33 per cent.

to achieve the best possible result.

Select from our curtains+ complimentary

The Leveller

length and to ensure they hang

lengths so you can take them home

to the precise standards of dc+b.

and hang them up!

The Finisher

Tracking completes the look of your

+ Blockout + sheer curtain combined

+	All the practical + visual benefits
of both blockout + sheer curtains
+ Layered curtains for a beautiful finish

curtains and our made to measure tracks

curtains+

allow us to fit to any size and shape

+	Full-length curtain samples
to take home

window. We can mount tracks onto

Curtains draw the
eye up, making
rooms appear much
larger than they
actually are.

double curtains

+ Control of each curtain is separate

and try it at home. We offer full curtain

DESIGN
D E TA I L S

+	Layer with blockout curtains
for night-time privacy

costs added to your full-length curtains.

Hanging the curtains to check

adds the hooks and ensures it

+ Adds softness to a room

+ One for day + one for night

Borrow a sample of your fabric choice

checks stitches, edges and detail,

+ Daytime sun protection

making range and there will be no making

The Leveller does the heavy lifting.

With white glove care, The Finisher
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+ Soft diffused natural light
+ Adds daytime privacy

on years of experience to achieve a

meets dc+b standards.

sheer curtains

ceilings, arcs or walls, allowing great
flexibility.

+	Complementary making
+	Quality fabric brands
+	Market leader pricing
+	Priority making
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blinds
The beauty of our blinds is their ability
to control light, block out heat and

roller blinds
+	Blockout, sunscreen or sheer fabrics
+	Affordable

glare and disappear when required

+	Easy to use

without making their presence obvious.

+	Slimline fit to maximise views

Whatever the size, shape or style of

+	Low maintenance

your window, we have a blind treatment
to match in a multitude of styles and
countless fabric colours, textures and
transparencies.

double roller blinds

The difference in our blinds is in the

+	Combine two roller blinds
on the one window

venetian blinds

major investment entailed in choosing

+	One for day + one for night

+ Timber or aluminium blades

your window coverings. Perfected

+	All the practical + visual benefits
of a sheer or sunscreen blind +
a blockout blind

+ Open + close blades to any position

detail and that’s important given the

by years of extensive research and
development, our technically superior
hardware systems have been designed
for precision operation.
Our blinds are also designed with extra
componentry as standard, at no extra
cost, to ensure the most durable and
long lasting blind available.

+	Control of each blind is separate
+	Double the insulation benefits

+	Control direction of sunlight
throughout room
+	Aluminium is ideal for bathrooms,
laundries + kitchens

roman blinds
+	Curtain or blind fabrics
+	Functional yet decorative
with pleated folds of fabric
+	Excellent light control
+	Clear views when fully open
+	Total privacy when closed

panel blinds
+ Blockout, sunscreen or sheer fabrics
+ Easy to operate
+	Ideal for large windows +
sliding doors
+	Match fabrics back with roller
or roman blinds

cellular blinds
TOP OF
THE LINE
The highest quality
hardware available,
tried + tested
for 50+ years

+	Blockout, translucent or sheer fabrics

vertical blinds

+	Best product for insulation +
energy efficiency

+ Blockout or translucent fabrics

+	Compact stacking to maximise views
+	Slimline design for smaller light gaps
+	Blockout option ensures complete
night-time privacy
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+ Open + close blades to any position
+ Excellent privacy control
+	Control direction of sunlight
throughout room
+	Economical option across large
windows or doors
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shutters
Transform your home with our stylish,
versatile and affordable shutters
offering you complete flexibility with
light control, privacy and insulation.

PVC shutters
+ UV, water + moisture resistant
+	Ideal for bathrooms, laundries +
kitchens
+	Thermal + sound insulation

Our shutters are a window treatment

+	Savings on energy bills

that will increase the value of your home.

+	Child + pet safe

Shutters are an ideal choice for thermal
insulation – open the blades to stream

NO SHORT CUTS
Our shutters are custom
designed + manufactured
to fit your window +
door dimensions.

light into rooms and close to insulate,

timber shutters

offering you a more energy efficient

+ 100% solid basswood timber

home all year round. However let’s

+ Timeless beauty of real timber

not forgot about how they can also
transform the façade of your home.

+ Thermal + sound insulation

Installing shutters across your home’s

+ Savings on energy bills

front windows can make a huge impact

+ Child + pet safe

to your home’s curb appeal, not to
mention the added sound insulation
from outside road and traffic noise.
Our shutters are the most premium
design on the market ensuring a more
durable longer lasting shutter for your
home. This includes an elliptical shape

aluminium shutters
+ Suitable for indoor + outdoor
+	Ideal for patios, balconies,
verandahs + windows

blade design, which increases the

+ Control privacy, light + views

blade closure for added privacy and

+ Increase security with locking systems

light control. Our PVC shutters are also
made with an aluminium core, which
strengthens the blades and panels,

+ Protection from heat, wind + rain
+ Create an enclosed outdoor living area

adding extra support to reduce
bowing or warping.
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outdoor

window awnings

Whether you’re looking for an awning to

+	Automatic, fixed guide
or straight drop style

provide shade and increase your home’s
insulation, or to create an all inclusive
outdoor room to enjoy all year round,

+ Reflects heat
+ Glare reduction

we have the outdoor product to suit – all

+ Keeps interiors cool

custom made to fit your external shading

+ Savings on energy bills

requirements.

+ UV protection

Window awnings offer protection for the
inside of your home from sun damage
and our awning fabrics can block and
reflect up to 95% of solar energy before

zipscreen awnings
+ Hidden z-Lock technology +
one action ultra-lock + tension

keeping your house cool and greatly

+ Ideal for patios, balconies,
verandahs + pool areas

improving your home’s energy efficiency.

+ Control privacy, light + views

it reaches your windows, resulting in

Our Zipscreen awnings bring indoor
entertaining outdoors. Featuring hidden
z-Lock technology for a strong, smooth
system and one action Ultra-lock to
automatically secure your blind in place.
Your custom designed system can be
made in widths up to 5.5 metres offering

+ Protection from heat, wind + rain
+ Create an enclosed outdoor
living area

alfresco awnings

Choose from our
extensive range of
mesh, clear pvc,
canvas + acrylic
awning fabrics.

+	Cable guide, side retention system
or straight drop

an outdoor blind to fit almost any area.

+	Ideal for patios, balconies,
verandahs + pool areas

Our alfresco awning range has been

+ Control privacy, light + views

independently tested and proven to

+ Protection from heat, wind + rain

reduce cooling energy costs by up to

+	Create an enclosed outdoor
living area

60%* by keeping a standard home at a

AW N I N G
PERFECTION

consistent and comfortable temperature.
Operating your outdoor window
coverings has never been easier,

roller shutters
+ Increase security + privacy

instantly open or close your awnings

+ Thermal + sound insulation

whether you’re home or away with our

+ Savings on energy bills

automation range.

+ Bushfire protection
+	Easily installed solar powered
motorisation
+ Available in selected stores
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*Refer to website for further information.
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accessories
Don’t forget to add the finishing touches to
your window coverings with our accessories
for a complete home interior look.
A perfect addition over your curtains or
blinds, our custom made pelmets frame

automation

pelmets
+ Curtain or blind fabrics

Our automation range is the ultimate choice for

+ Increase insulation

modern day living and it’s now more convenient

+ Savings on energy bills

than ever. Choose from cutting-edge battery

+ Increase light control

technology with the addition of solar powered

+ Conceal hardware underneath

panels or sensors, or our market leading hard
wired motors with no need to re-charge.

your windows for a neat streamlined finish
and add further insulation by trapping
air between the curtains or blinds
and windows.

Our innovative Automate range can operate
all of your home’s indoor and outdoor window

cassettes + side channels

covering motors with the one device using ARC

+	Add to roller blinds
Add our cassettes and side channels
to your roller blinds to minimise light

technology.

+	Increase light control

Our Pulse Hub allows you to accurately control

penetration, increase insulation and

+	Improve privacy

privacy, along with concealing hardware

+	Increase insulation

app on your iOS or Android smartphone

for a clean, stylish finish.

+	Conceal hardware underneath

or tablet, or via voice control. Using our

your window coverings via our ‘dc+b control’

complimentary app, personalise the daily

For a softer look we also have valances

routine of your window coverings; organising by

and the more traditional swags + tails.

room, grouping by scenes and automating with

cushions + tiebacks

timers.

+	Curtain fabrics

For voice control, set up our Pulse Hub with

+	Coordinate with curtains, roman
blinds + bonded blinds

your preferred smart devices to easily control

+	Custom shapes + sizes

commands. Unlock the convenience of smart

+	Custom window seat cushions
CORNER
WINDOW?
No problem! Our angled
pelmets are custom
designed for corner
or bay windows

your window coverings with simple voice

A U T O M AT I O N
BROCHURE
Don’t miss our
automation brochure
to see our full range
of motorised
options

shade operation.
Our remotes feature tactile push button
controls, 15 channels, group controls and
slimline wall mounts. Remote designs vary
depending on the motor chosen.

automation
+ Indoor + outdoor window coverings
+ Ultimate choice for child + pet safety
+ Clean, modern look with no cords
+ Control one window covering
individually or as a group at one time,
from a single remote
+ Battery operated or wired motors
+ Suitable for difficult to reach windows
+ Operate heavy window coverings with
ease
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R E F I N E D 		
LUXE
This contemporary look takes curtains
to a luxurious new level with endless
glamour throughout the newly renovated
inner city abode. Wavefold curtains drape
from the ceiling to the floor, enlarging the
open living space with block-out lining
layered behind in the bedrooms, ensuring
complete light and privacy control.
Shutters throughout the bay windows
and wet rooms were all custom made
for a perfect fit and work back with the
home’s interiors for a truly refined finish.

featured
homes.
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Our new generation PVC
shutters have the added
benefits of being UV, water and
moisture resistant, helping to
withstand fading, cracking or
warping. Because the shutters
are not affected by moisture
or humidity, it makes them
the ideal choice for kitchens,
bathrooms and laundries.
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WA LT Z I N G
M AT I L DA
This new townhouse near the beach
in Rosebud, on Victoria’s Mornington
Peninsula, has brought dreams of a
relaxed coastal interior to life. Floor to
ceiling sheer curtains are layered over
automated battery operated blockout
roller blinds. Automated soft roman
blinds, blockout curtains and double
curtains further compliment the soft
layered look.
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“The motorised blinds have
been a game changer. To
wake up, and be able to
press a button and have
natural light stream in, feels
like such a treat, and in this
case, an affordable and
accessible one. It’s a luxury
resort feature in our own
home”.
Rachael, Rosebud.
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TOP DOWN
BOTTOM UP
Adjust your cellular blind
from both the top down + the
bottom up for endless
design options.

a timeless
retreat

This country retreat has been revived in stunning fashion
with hints of old world charm creating the perfect space
for guests to unwind and refresh. Roman blinds combine
the simplicity of blinds with the warmth and versatility of
luxurious soft furnishing fabrics. Warm and earthy colours
are carried throughout with the notable addition of
cellular blinds combining style, versatility and functionality.
The cellular blinds provide child safety features, with a
cordless lifting system that operates with ease. The blinds
are also superior in energy efficiency, providing a unique
honeycomb construction that can result in savings of up
to 32% on heating and cooling costs.
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classic
stay
Set on the rolling green hills of the
Victorian countryside, often the most
beautiful homes have a tale to tell and
this one is brimming with history. A design
classic, the fine pleated folds of pinch
pleat curtains were a wise investment to
frame the heritage windows and further
emphasize the home’s high ceilings by
drawing the eye up and making the rooms
appear larger. The woven fabric and
adjoined thermal lining helps to provide
much needed insulation and light control.
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Located on the outskirts of Mt Gambier in South

C O U N T RY
HOMESTEAD

Australia, window coverings play a key role in pulling
this property’s Hamptons look together. Pure white
timber basswood plantation shutters were chosen for
their timeless yet practical good looks. Double pleat
blockout curtains add softness to the living spaces
along with thermal and noise insulation.

all the layers
Interior designer Katie Sargent perfected the interiors for these luxurious holiday homes
in Victoria’s picture-perfect Alpine High Country. A carefully considered collection of
blockout soft roman blinds, pinch pleat blockout curtains with contrast black designer
tracking and sheer roller blinds have been used in different combinations, depending on
a particular room’s light and privacy requirements. With such cosy, warm and inviting
spaces, the only problem these holiday houses will have is getting their guests to leave.
30
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calming 			
oasis

Teacher, Caitlyn May, invited us inside her dreamy, warm
filled home. Plantation shutters adorn the front rooms of
the new build to compliment the contemporary facade.
A mixture of sheer curtains with blockout roller blinds,
and sheer curtains with separate blockout lining, add
calm vibes throughout the rest of the home.

scandi
_style
This spacious new build in
Melbourne’s west is full of light
and bright Scandi-inspired
interiors. Taking centre stage in
the airy living and dining spaces
are sets of sheer curtains on
contrast black tracking which
complement the rest of the black
accents in the home. Plantation
shutters form a stunning contrast
to the black feature wall and block
out the sun when needed on the
west side of the house.
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PERFECT
PA L E T T E
The colour selection
across each product acts
as a soft, calming backdrop to the rest of
the interiors.

HAMPTONS
IN THE
HILLS

A love of homewares inspired the look and feel of this heavenly
Hamptons style home. Wavefold sheer curtains add softness
and movement to the open plan living spaces, bedrooms and
study nook. Teamed with blockout roller blinds and plantation
shutters on the smaller windows, every product has a role to
play. Indirect and diffused light created through the layered
window coverings is essential in creating the relaxed mood
and beautiful ambience throughout the home.
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Shutters custom designed
so that every window in the
home, no matter the size,
can have insulation, light
control and privacy.
The combination of sheer
curtains and blockout
roller blinds in the master
bedroom provides the
functionality for complete
control over the room’s
light, providing privacy
yet also natural light.
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boho
_chic
Interior stylist Sarah Pickersgill-Brown’s
family home is a light-filled sanctuary
that has captured the attention of
thousands on Instagram. It’s all about
the light with sheer roller blinds layered
under blockout roller blinds in the
living spaces, meanwhile textured sheer
curtains make a feature throughout the
bedrooms.

provincial 		
		 living

Infused with contemporary style, custom made
shutters create the ultimate refined look for this
modern Canberra home. With the windows facing
northwest, the shutters protect the home from the
harsh sunlight with their insulation benefits and added
UV protection. Soft pinch pleat sheer curtains teamed
with sleek black tracking add the finishing touches,
creating a series of calming and inviting spaces.
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rural_
glamour

This architect-designed home in Flora Hill – dubbed the treehouse –
needed window coverings that complimented the size of the windows.
Floor to ceiling sheers soften the modern design of the home, layered
with blockout roller blinds. Expansive windows in the bedrooms are
dressed with the same sheers but paired with separate blockout curtains
which are set behind the sheers for added insulation and light control.
Plantation shutters also make a statement feature in the walk in robes.
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“The wall to wall coverage of
the sheers takes everyone’s
breath away. They add another
layer of texture which makes
the spaces warm and homely.”
Carmel, Flora Hill.
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MAKE
MINE A
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

A
VIBRANT
R E T R E AT

Photographer Suzi Appel takes us inside her creative
Melbourne home full of well-loved treasures. Blockout
curtains in the living area add much needed thermal and
noise insulation, whilst plantation shutters were the perfect
fit for the office/retreat. Double curtains - sheer curtains
with separate blockout lining behind - in a rich navy tone
add a stunning backdrop to the master bedroom.

Double curtains, combining blockout
and sheer curtains together on the one
window, create a well-designed and
practical finish for this contemporary
renovation. Control of each curtain is
separate – open the heavier curtains
during the day and keep the sheer
curtains closed, for diffused light and
daytime privacy. Close the blockout
curtains at night for maximum darkness,
privacy, thermal and noise insulation.
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UNDER
COVER
The perfect blend of form and function,
the pelmet is a sleek addition to any
style home and was the product of
choice to add the finishing touches on
this residence inspired by industrial cool.
Layered over coordinating blockout
roller blinds, our pelmets act to finish off
the homes windows by concealing the
blinds hardware underneath and framing
the windows, for a refined finish. Light
control is further improved, along with
insulation, as the pelmets trap air behind
the blinds and windows.
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urban abode
Contemporary cool resonates from the interiors of this inviting family home.
Setting the scene are beautifully pleated soft folds of fabric in pinch pleat sheer
curtains, lending a luxurious feel and layered over a backdrop of sleek blockout
roller blinds, providing all the practical benefits that allow the clients to have
complete control over the home’s environment.

seaside glamour
dc+b have added the final touches to complete this home’s contemporary and
cutting edge design. The wave fold sheer curtains and sunscreen roller blinds
allow for daytime privacy, whilst ensuring the clients keep their water views, both
aiding in blocking out the UV rays. In the dining area, blockout curtains in an
uncoated fabric with lining hang beautifully and provide privacy from the side of
the house.
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resort_living
Inspired by beachside hotels, open plan living is

The clean lines of roller blinds perfectly

celebrated in this new build with sheer curtains

complement the home’s modern architecture

and sunscreen roller blinds, softly filtering light

and interior design, allowing for maximum

and creating a luxurious resort style ambience.

shading with minimum window obtrusion when
drawn open. Double roller blinds add complete

Adding texture is important in the success of a

functionality by combining two blinds on each

home’s window coverings and is applied here

window – one for the day and one for the night

in the form of finely woven curtain and blind

– for a sleek yet no fuss finish.

fabrics. The sheer curtains allow for soft breezes
into the living space whilst the sunscreen roller
blinds face the coastal sun, providing much
needed glare reduction and heat control,
along with 80-97% UV protection.
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Curating a colour palette of earthly
tones was key in creating a cool and
calm backdrop in the interior design
scheme and for a grounded feel
throughout the home. This is a look
that will never go out of style.
dc+b’s window covering design has
fulfilled the brief of delivering a home
that can be a private sanctuary for
the clients and their family for many
years to come.
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bayside jewel
Outdoor shutters deliver privacy from neighboring homes, provide shade
from the sun and added protection from the wind and rain across this
home’s expansive deck. Built to last, the aluminium shutters are designed
for bushfire zones and backyard barbies. These shutters won’t rot, warp
or splinter, so were a must in this outdoor space which is now the perfect
entertainers’ delight. With matching 89mm blades, timber shutters continue
the coastal feel inside, with the inclusion of a French door cut out and
beautiful bi-fold shutters at the servery.
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alfresco			
appeal
The design of this impressive
alfresco area delivers everything
you could ever wish for in outdoor
living and entertainment. The
addition of a motorised awning
not only keeps the outdoor room
cool by controlling the suns
rays, but it also helps to block
out the wind. Opting to match
the awning’s hardware to the
home’s exterior COLORBOND®
colour palette ensures cohesion
throughout the home’s exterior.

T O TA L
CONTROL
The side retention
system awning fully
encloses the space with
no gaps for dust or
dirt to enter.
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making
room

Don’t succumb to Australia’s harsh climate, embrace it with dc+b’s
new generation, motorised alfresco awnings. Modern breathable mesh
allows for both airflow and privacy. The awning’s contemporary darker
tone ensures the clients keep their views and cool breezes through

C L I M AT E
CONTROL

summer, whilst still gaining privacy and most importantly, much
needed shelter from sun, wind and rain, all with the touch of a button.

keep
it cool

The window awnings
block and reflect solar
energy before it
reaches the
windows.

Keeping out the sun and heat was the
design brief for this home’s windows.
Easy to use automatic window awnings
ticked all the boxes, reducing sunlight and
glare on the windows and offering sun
and UV protection, reducing the indoor
temperatures of the home along with
58

helping the clients to reduce their cooling
costs. The slanted design allows for fresh
air and breezes through summer and the
awnings are simply retracted in winter,
letting the sun in to help to warm the house.
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ALL THE
STRIPES
In a quiet beachy suburb of Geelong,
Victoria, artist and graphic designer
Anna Egbert has beautifully restored her
family’s 1960’s weatherboard home with
striking black and white stripe window
awnings. The awnings completely
transform the facade, whilst keeping the
harsh Australian heat at bay.
“The Awnings gave it more of a modern
feel. We get so many compliments on
them. I am so glad I trusted my gut and
EASY
O P E R AT I O N

went with the black and white stripe.”
Anna, Geelong.

Instantly open, or
close depending
on the sun
direction.
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design partnerships.
it takes two
We take great pride in being able to offer
you the very best design and quality
in fabrics and hardware by developing
partnerships with leading brands, that like
us, stand for excellence in performance,
quality, and innovation.

As leading innovators of window covering hardware

dc+b designs offers on trend, high quality and affordable

solutions, Rollease Acmeda are dollar curtains + blinds’

curtain, blind and outdoor window covering fabrics. With

hardware supply partner for good reason. Rollease

a focus on reducing time to market and minimal waiting

Acmeda is at the cutting edge of window covering trends

times for fabrics, dc+b designs offers customers more

because their continuous improvements in product

value for money in their fabric selection. Manufactured in

development have been enhanced from extensive research

Australia, Europe and Asia, the dc+b designs fabric ranges

and development by a team of over 25 engineers in their

are designed to ensure long lasting quality and durability

Innovation and Design Centre based in Melbourne.

in order to withstand Australia’s harshest climates.

proudly featured in
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Warwick is one of the world’s leading textile suppliers,

Hoad Fabrics has been proudly supplying high quality

As one of Australasia’s leading wholesalers of window

James Dunlop Textiles is a global textile supplier bringing

providing premium quality materials to industry

furnishing fabrics to the Australian market for over

furnishing fabric with a rich history in design and

consumers the very best in textile design, technology,

specialists since 1966. Warwick is committed to fulfilling

80 years. Offering a vast range from Australian-made

development, Basford Brands invests in state-of-the-art

quality and service. The company has been in operation for

a promise of innovation, quality and service, both now

classic jacquards and naturals to contemporary linen

technology for the design, manufacture, warehousing

over 100 years and their brands, such as Mokum, produce

and into the future. Their studio, based in Melbourne,

look sheers. Hoad Fabrics are extraordinarily innovative

and distribution of fabrics through their Maurice Kain,

high quality, creative and innovative products, enhancing

develops designs from initial concepts derived from

and are constantly expanding their range, helping to

Sekers and Four Families brands, delivering on-trend

interiors with contemporary furnishings from the best

mood boards to create fashion-forward printed and

deliver special additions to customer’s homes that will

furnishing fabrics to the market.

sustainable textile mills worldwide.

woven fabrics that redefine interior landscapes.

be enjoyed for years to come.
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Established in 1915, Charles Parsons Interiors has

Nettex Interior Textiles has been in operation for over

Wilson Fabrics has been supplying quality Australian-

Zepel Fabrics has been in the fabric industry since 1978

supplied interior textiles to the Australian and New

35 years and prides itself on high quality, home textile

made curtain and blind fabrics since it was first

and has delivered quality designer furnishing fabrics

Zealand markets for generations. With a focus on

fabrics at competitive prices. With an Australian-based

established in 1926 and remains a wholly Australian

for some of Australia’s most exceptional commercial

durability, performance and safety, they stand behind the

distribution network, the company has a long-standing

owned company, proudly supporting employment in

projects, from the Palladium at Crown in Melbourne to

quality of their fabrics – all of their textiles are tested to

collaboration with dollar curtains + blinds due to their

Australia. The company’s unique expertise has seen the

The Star Grand Residences in Sydney. By using only the

globally approved standards in their own laboratory.

daily focus on delivering innovation in production,

launch of a vast range of innovative, decorative and

best in materials and always striving to push creative and

performance and quality across every fabric under the

functional quality fabrics.

technical limits, they provide consumers with the best

Nettex brand.
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range of fabrics available in Australia.
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Ozroll is family owned, with a real passion for developing

Established in Sweden in 1953, Turnils creates superior

Established 50 years ago, Uniline has long been

Ricky Richards has grown to become Australia’s number

environmentally friendly home improvement products.

componentry and systems for internal and external

synonymous with providing high quality and innovative

one supplier of sun control textiles. Their outdoor awning

The company has now grown to become the largest roller

window coverings.

systems, components and fabrics, for indoor and outdoor

fabrics are carefully curated by their experts, offering

window covering products. Uniline manufacture their

features which include Greenguard indoor air quality

is proud to partner with Ozroll for their market-leading

For 70 years, Mermet has been designing and

own system components and fabric collections in their

certifications, Microban antimicrobial protection, lead free

Rollashield; the most premium roller shutter in Australia.

manufacturing hi-tech fabrics to provide visual and

production facilities throughout Australia, New Zealand

products and fabrics made with ecolibrium bio-based

Each Rollashield is engineered and custom built by trained

thermal comfort to building occupants. They innovate to

and Asia. Uniline focuses on quality with each product

plasticisers. Ricky has an ongoing partnership with the

technicians who meticulously inspect every product under

design products that meet the highest of standards in

stringently tested before leaving their facility bearing their

Melanoma Institute of Australia and donates a percentage

strict quality control guidelines.

terms of environment, eco-design and durability.

industry-leading warranty.

of fabric sales directly to the not-for-profit organisation.

shutter manufacturer in Australia. dollar curtains + blinds
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giving back
As a family owned and operated company, dc+b are proud of their focus on
craftsmanship and quality, which has ensured the company’s longevity for over 50 years.
During this time, the company’s focus has been on best practice throughout the entire
business and as such, dc+b has become a market leader in the design, manufacture,
delivery and installation of window coverings. However, dc+b’s focus is not just on
the company – dc+b believes strongly in giving back to the community and making a
positive impact to people’s lives. dc+b’s corporate social responsibility initiatives include
working towards making a positive impact on the world through supporting local and
international initiatives that make a real difference to those in need.
dc+b are very proud to have a 10 year partnership with Rotary and Rotary
International organisations through the “Rotary Donations In Kind” program. Rotary
Donations In Kind is a major recycling operation run by volunteers that supplies free
products to people in need. Their projects provide solutions in delivering the most
practical and cost effective way to help people in developing countries and also to
provide excellent opportunities to help local communities.
Photos courtesy of Photographers Without Borders – Credit Len Wiens.

Working closely with the Rotary Donations In Kind

The colourful and informative Days For Girls kits are

program, dc+b has made many fabric donations,

distributed to students and include long lasting, easy-

which have been distributed to people in need,

to-care health and hygiene items. In conjunction with

including to East Timor and North Cambodia. The

these kits, an educational session on health and safety

fabrics are made into very practical items including

is delivered that includes topics such as self-defense.

clothing, rice carry bags and sanitary products, of

The assistance and knowledge accompanying this program

which remain in high demand in many countries and

is priceless and will stay with the students all their lives.

can significantly change the lives of many people.
A comprehensive program was featured in
Siem Reap in North Cambodia through Rotary
International, Opportunities of Development thru
Art (ODA) and Days For Girls. Days For Girls is
an organization that focuses on mobilising girls
and women through changing the status quo
with quality care solutions, health education
and income-generation opportunities.

dc+b is committed to minimising its impact on the environment.
The printer and paper used to produce Living magazine has
Forest Stewardship Council® and ISO 14001 environmental
certification. Living magazine contains elemental chlorine
free pulp and is printed using vegetable based soy inks.
Living magazine is fully recyclable.
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Own it now, pay later with Zip finance.
Available at selected stores.

